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Centre mount Motor
Aluminium die cast Fin Motor, fan cooled
Sealed Vacuum system
Clear vacuum lid
Aluminium and stainless steel body
All fasteners stainless steel
90 degree handle adjustment
Ergonomic handle lever adjustment
Skirt protected by the bumper

Speedshine 1500B Ultra High
Speed Battery Burnisher - 1500rpm
Compact and lightweight: designed to be easy to
manoeuvre.
With no maintenance requirements and no fuel costs, it’s
the most cost effective, cord and fuel free solution to
burnish hard floors in any facility. Just charge the battery
at any power point. A simple press of a button and you
have 2.5 hours of hassle free high gloss burnishing.
Modern facilities demand quiet, emission and cord free
solutions and that’s where the Speedshine 1500B battery
burnisher delivers.
With a quiet 35dBA sound level, the machine can be used
in hospital wards or supermarkets during the day without
disturbing patients or customers.
No cords means reduced trip and fall hazards and no
exhaust emissions mean they’re safe to use inside
buildings at any time of the day.

Designed with the operator in mind, the Speedshine 1500B
features a true centre mounted direct drive motor.
As a result, the machine is balanced and easy to manoeuvre,
keeping the operator in control and maximising performance.
Quality is built into all the components, including a welded Tpiece stainless steel handle, stainless steel axle and fasteners.
The vacuum system is a fully enclosed system preventing dust
from escaping, unlike bag fill machines.

Clever and practical
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Efficient

1) Sealed Vacuum
System
With optional disposable
dust bags. A clear lid for
the operator to see if the
bag is full
5) Variable brush
pressure
Suiting all floor
burnishing requirements.

Environmental

2) Ergonomic switch
levers:
That allow the load to be
spread over the whole
hand.

3) A 51 cm Pad offers high
peripheral speed
For a better polishing result.
Fitted with a tool free quick
release for ease of use.

4) Ergonomically designed
This machine gives to the
operator comfort and reduces
fatigue. Double trigger lock
prevents accidental start up.

6) Robust injection
moulded cover
Improving motor cooling
and protects the motor
from collision damage.

7) Cam lever
This cam lever locks the
handle with ease to suit any
height operator.

8) 150 mm double ball
Bearing wheels for easy
transport. The wheels are non
marking and rated at 300kgs.

Technical
data

Description
Optional disposable dust bags

Motor

1 KW (1 1/3 HP) Permanent Magnet, protective shroud

Battery

Li-Ion, 2.5 to 3 hours run time, 10 hours charge time

Brush drive

Direct

Pad Speed

1500RPM (extended run time)

Pad size

51cm or 20inch Passive

Vacuum System

Fully sealed with optional disposable bags, clear lid

Filtration

99.98% at 0.3 micron

Filter bag capacity

2.8L

Make disposing of
collected dust clean
and easy
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Handle

8L Fully Adjustable, tool free cam lock

Wheels

150mm double bearing, rated 300Kg weight bearing each
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